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I wish to show that the distribution of zero points of a function which is rela­
ted to Riemann's !-function, is in a state just as Riemann expected concerning 
g-function. §1. Introduction. § 2. Definitions of functions necessary to the proofs, 
and relations between them. §3. Necessary Theorems I, 2, 3, 4 and 5. §4. Re­
sults deduced from the Theorems I, 2, 3, 4 and 5. § 5. Proof of the conclusion. 
§ 6. Proofs of the Theorems I and 2.
§1. Riemann’s f-function^^ is defined as 
This is also represented as
f ( 2 ) = 2  ( 0 ( 0  cos 2t dt,
J o
where ^ (t ) is even with respect to t and is given by the following series :
W=I
Prof. Polya^  ^ brought forth a function
I*C2)=2 ^*(0  COSSt dt, 
where 9 ^9
(j>KO-=^nKe^ +e 2 ^)exp ( - ; r  +
and proved that ! * ( 2)  has infinitely many zero points and they are all on the real 
axis.
In order to develop his idea, let us consider as follow^ s. By using an even 
function 0(0» we define a function G(z) as
G (z )^  r  iP(t)e^^dU C l )
J -00
then G (z ) is even with respect to Here we assume that 0 ( 2)  and !(? ) are in 
the following relation:
In order that this relation may be satisfied, the function ipQ) which has not yet 
been determined, must satisfy the relation
A.
47t^ (/’C20C  ^  ^ } ~ 0CO-
From this, we obtain
+  « 2 ' j| „4gxp(-w27re'). ( 3 )
which can be written as
0 ( 0 =  t ) ) ,  ( 4 )
where RCn^n, O ’s are even and
RQn^K, 0 = 1 “  + )| exp («%  e-').
when t is positive. These functions RQn^n, O’s tend to zero when t tends to plus 
Cr minus infinity, but the tendency of going to zero is not uniform with respect to w. 
Now we define functions
W=I
02(0= T i' n'^expC-n^nCe^^e-^)),
(ps(t)^ S  exp(-n^n(e^ + e-^)),W=I
where the summation of 0 2 ( 0  is identical with that of
P^ jsr
N  being a certain fixed positive constant, and p's are prime numbers.
In the same way as the functions G(z) and K z ) were constructed from 0(0» 
functions G i(z), l i (0 »  ^ 2( 2), ?2 ( 0  and GsCz), ^sCt) are constructed from 0i(O> 
0 2 ( 0  and 0s(O respectively. Hereafter, we always put as z^ x+ iy , and let A  be 
a fixed positive constant and 0 be a positive constant smaller than 1/5. 9^ / and 
3/ denote the real and imaginary parts of a function / respectively. Then we 
obtain the following results.
Theorem I. The function 62( 2)  has injiniiely many zero points in a strip 
-A ^ y ^ A .  And these zero, points are all on the real axis in a domain^ ivhere the 
absolute value o f x is large enough. And the number o f the zero points which are 
in O ^ x^ T  is
T/27r-logT/27r-T/27T + 0 ( l ) .
Theorem II. The function SsCz) has infinitely many zero points in a strip
— A ^ y ^ A . And these zero points are all on the real axis in a domain, where 
the absolute value o f x is large enough. And the number o f the zero points ivhich
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are in 0< x < T  is
T I2n • log T  12k -  r/27r + O ( I ) .
In the present paper, we shall prove the Theorem I. With respect to liCsr), 
we obtain no result. The Theorem II can be proved on the whole as the Theorem I 
is done.
§2. The following functions and the relations between them are often necessary 
on the way to the proofs. For details, see, for example, Watson C31
03 / I \ V + 2»»
1. /vCz)= S  C - l ) ”* y ? )m=0 ^
When k is any constant
7-vCze*”0=e-"''’'*7-vC2).
_   ^ OO / I \ v+2»»
2 . Iy(2)^ Yj /m! +
Wi=O I
When k is any constant,
Jv(2
-- ni I
2 Jy(ze^) ^” 7r<arg2^y7T
3. J^ize 2 "* ) |-|-7r<arg2<7tj.
=  |7 -v(s) - I i  sin vn,
-e ''”*7vC2)S/-« s in  V7T.
When I?I is sufficiently small and v is real and positive,
+ sin VTT-(“  j^ . (  5 )
When V is finite and I l^ increases,
^V^K2)'^C2y7TZ) 2  exp 2^ V7T-™). C -  7T<arg 2<27t) ( 6 )
=  y  TI !/-vCO-" ^ vCoj/sin VTT
=  Y
J expC-^cosh ( 7 )
When k is any constant,
K^ Cz C 8 )
When V is finite and ] increases,
/2)~(7:y23)^‘ (I arg 2 1 < 1  71) (  9 }
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This function occupies a central position in the proofs hereafter.
5. When and ix\y jiz are such arbitrary real numbers as —g 7t<a«i,
«-f (Xo)
[  e x p (z s in h t - i^ t )  dt,
T Z Z  J
-oo-f/(argz-f-fxi)
§3. We are going to state the Theorems I, 2 , 3, 4 and 5 below. The proofs of 
them can be obtained by using the method of the steepest descent and will be 
given in § 6. These results have many similar points to Watson C3D, pp. 235-268.
Theorem I. Put as Z=^iacoshTj then the following asymptotic expansion can 
he obtained when y tends to plus infinity :
Hz^ (^iia^^ (^ 6xp C^ Ctanh ~^ni j  ^ / — i t a n h  T ^^ j y / l ^ j
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-I- (exp C-sCtanh r - r ) - j ' j  j  ^ ^ n h  tanh T ^™ r(>w+ \ ) / p
-^ztanhTj
This expansion holds valid uniformly for x ,y  and a such as ^<ia^y-y^^^  ^
-A ^ x < A .  T ^ a + i^ satisfies the following condition
«^ 0 , 0 ^ < -~ 7 r  for X^Q, 
a^O, for x^O . 
A o ^ l ,  4 i=-g— ^coth^r, 42=3|8—^ c o t h ^ r - ^ c o t h ^ r , . . .
Theorem 2. Put as z==iacosh.T, then the asymptotic formula
Hl' '^^ i^a')-  ^- exp (^(tanh T- T')') tanh T exp [ tanh^  Tj j tanh  ^T e~^ '^ ]
+ exp (  - ^Ctanh T -T ) )  tanh T exp - y  tanh^  Tj ( ""y  tanh^  Tj
holds valid when y tends to infinity^ where T is in the same domain as in the
Theorem I. And y -y '^^^^a ^y -y '^ .
Theorem 3. Put as z—iaQ l-e), then the asymptotic formula
sin y  Cm+1 )  7rr(|ym + y j  j
holds valid when y tends to infinity. Here jBo(e(^)=l, Bi<iw)~w,
. L i  Z
, and y -y ^  ^a<y^ -y^ ,  ^ ^
Theorem 4. Inthe interval y y   ^^a<Cjy-v y  ^ , put as z==iacosT, then the
asymptotic formula
TC?
exp CizQtmi T -  T )) tan T exp iz tan^  T z tan^'/
\ / 3  \ S / \ J
holds valid when y tends to infinity. Ifw e  put as the position of 7 is
decided as
f o r  x ^ O ,
O^ r/, 0> i3> -i7 T  for X^O.
Theorem 5. In  the interval y y  ^^  , put as 7 ~iacosT, then the
asymptotic formula
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i7^^^G'^)^exp (h ( ta n T -r )  n i)^  V y  / r ( ^ )
/ I  .X tztanTj
holds valid when y tends to infinity. Here, 4o = l» —
§4. From the Theorem I, we obtain the formula
2i r . C « ) ~  e x p  ( / ( « ) )
+  ( ^ )  e x p  ( - / C a ) ) |  B ( Z ) C l +  O C y  ^
where <j>=y\ogylT: — y -^ n ,B (z )= \ / z  : ^z^ + a^.
C I O )
f i a } = z —\/2^+a^+z log ^  Cz + y^z^+£i^)—z l o g ^ .
t I
Proof. From the definition of Kz(a) and the Theorem I, we obtain
2K s (a )^ 7zie^ |exp (zCtanh T - T ) - ^  ni^ ^  y nizt^nhT • (\ + Q )
+ exp [ -z ( ta n h r - r ) -~ T c i )/ ^ ^ n iz ta n h T  ■ ( l - Q ) ,
where Q—-1/8 z-coth T -5/24 ^• coth^  T,
And from (5), we obtain
On the other hand,
Iexp y — y^ z^  + a'^  + z log j^ (z  + y^ z^  + a^) — -^ nt)
-<??rexp Z  I-2  + 2 log -J- -Z  Xogn-^-TCt + / (a )),
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exp [ y ^ z ^ - ^ a ^ - 2  log ^  + T t i j
exp (Z- 3  log-j-f 2 log TT- -Tr/ -  / (a )) .
And
wexp ( - ?  + 2 l o g y - 2 ] o g ; r - ^ ; r / ) / e « ' < ' ( | l  + o(y^ 
w e x p ( 2 - 2 l o g 4 - + 2 l o g 7 r - i ; r « ] / e - ^ ' » ' ( l + o ( y ^ (1 2 )
tanh r~0 (y   ^  ^)y 2 tanh^  T =^ O (y  ^ ).
Using the above ones, we directly obtain the result ( 10).
2. When a is finite and y tends to infinity,
2K .(a )~  V f  ! ‘ ' “ ( "D ' + ( f ) ' ' « - “  ( I )  "S  a  + 0 & - »
Proof. When a is finite and y tends to infinity,
(13)
\/22-f a2^2,4_0(2-l),
7=Iog ^ Z-Iog 2 y -i tan xly^-0 (>^" )^,
t^n~  ^x ly ^ x Iy ^^(y '^ '), nizl2 • tanh ^ =-TieV/2 + 0 (2  
Using the above, we obtain
Tit exp 
T i i  exp
2 ( tanh5 ' ^ ^ - y  7 1/2 tanh/'= y  y  ( ^ ]  d  + 0 0 " 0 ) ,
- 2 ( t a n h r - / ' ) - ^ « ) y  W V t a n h r = Y ^ - ^"**(^,1 ( l  + OC>'-i)).
Thus the result (13) is obtained.
3. The absolute value of exp (/(^?)) is decreasing or increasing with respect
-L
to a in the interval ( 0, y —y^} according as x is positive or negative respectively, 
and
lexp (/ (^ ))|~2"“’ for a ^ y -y ^ .  (14)
Especially, when a is fixed and y tends to infinity,
exp (/ ( ^ ) ) = l  + 0 (^ " i).
Proof. From dfjda— -a (z  + y^2  ^+ a^ )~^ ^
we can easily see that the real part of dfjda  is negative or positive according as 
X is positive or negative respectively. Accordingly, the absolute value of exp ( f ( a ) )  
is decreasing or increasing with respect to a according as x is positive or negative 
respectively. And from the expansion
/Ca)^ z -  + 2 log ( I  + y/^^a^jz) - 2  log 2
I=^2~y ( z^^o^)Jz ~ ... ”-2 l0g 2 .
we obtain
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(  /C^)) log 2 .
a = y - y  ^
When a is fixed and y tends to infinity, Z(^)=O Cl/s'), and we obtain the desired 
result
exp C fCa')')=1 + 0(1
4. From the Theorem 2 , we obtain the following asymptotic formula.
+ e"** (2TcJa)-“ exp (  -  / ( a ) )  OCyi ) j ,
(15)
where Landau s notation O is uniformly bounded with respect to all values o f a in 
(y -y S  y - y * ) .
Proof. Using the relation Cll)» we obtain
Hi'^^(ia)^(2TcJay exp { - 2 -\-z]o^2l i - z l o g n - ^  ni + / (a )j j ]/ n iz /2 
X ( - 2 i ) y " 2 j 6 n  tanh T exp tanh^ tanh^ T
H-(271 exp i^2 - 2 logzJi + z log n ~ ~ n i~ f (a ) j  j\/~-m zI2
X 2iy^— 2 tanh 7 exp ~ tanh^ 7 j Kj_ ~ tanh^ T j .
(16)
When a^y-y'^, tanh T=O ( 3^ 2 2 ^^  Sq 3 tanh^/"73 tends to infinity or to
i +5  J .
zero when y tends to infinity, according as a = y -y ^  or a=^y-y'^ respectively. 
That is, the absolute value of 2 tanh^  T/3 varies from a sufficiently large value to
—+g —a sufficiently small value, when a moves from y —y^ to y — When it is 
sufficiently large, we use the formula ( 8)  and (9 ):
Thus
tanh^  T --const-exp ( " y  tanh  ^/") j\ / z  tanh 2 T.
( - 2/)k^2 I^ Tt tanh T exp (^/S-tanh^)") irj^(z/3*tanh^ 7 e~^^)=0 (y^ (17)
When the absolute value is sufficiently small, we use the formula (5 ):
Ky(2j3-tanh^ T e~^" )^^const. I l tanh T,
so that, the left hand side of (17) is of O ( 3^ ^). ^
In the same way we can prove that the fourth term of (16) is of 0 ( 3^ )^. 
Using these results and ( 1 2 ), we obtain the formula (15). In this formula Landau’s 
notation O is uniformly bounded with respect to all values of a,
5. When y + y"^^a<Cy + y^^^, we obtain the following formula
2 K X a )^ ^ ^  ( ^ ) "  exp ( / ( « ) )  OO^), (18)
where Landau's notation O is uniformly hounded with respect to all values o f a. 
Proof. From the relation 2=/^ cos T, we obtain
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tanT=i]/z^ + a^ Jz, T^ i lo g j^ (z  + y^z -^\-a )^, (19)
and
Ttii ____
2Kg(a)^ni e  ^ (27r/a/ exp i - z + z  IogzJi- z  log nij exp (f(a ))J ]XnizJ2
____STTi (I)
xy^niz/Qe'^^ tanT exp (- iz J 3 -tan  ^T) H_x(zJ3*tan  ^T),
3
_
When a—y-l-y"^ , tanr=K 2^ y  ^ ^. Accordingly, ztan^TjS tends to infinity or to
zero when y tends to infinity, according as a=y-\-y^ or a^y+y"^ respectively. 
Using the formulae (5 ) and ( 6), we obtain
_____ STti Cl) JL
nizJ6e^^ tanTexpC -/^/3-tan  ^O ^JL  (zJS-tan^ '0 = 0  (y   ^).
3
Here Landau’s notation O is uniformly bounded with respect to all values of a,
6. The absolute value of exp (/(^z)) is decreasing with respect to a in the
Ju J_+g J-
interval <iy + y^ , y-\-y  ^ ), and I e x p when a^^y- -^y" ,^
____ I + g
Proof. When a—y-vy" ,^ z-\-\/z'^ -\-a^ '^ y  ^ + iy, so that ^ (d fjd a ) is always nega­
tive irrespective of X being positive or negative. And
dlf(a ) i =  '^(z'-(z^ + a^)J2z-z log2+  ... )
Ja^y^y4^ L i= - . r lo g 2 .  A a = = y ^ y 4^
7 . When y + y^^''^a<jyo, we obtain the following asymptotic formula when 
y tends to in fin ity :
^  ( ~ y  e*1‘ (2nJay exp (/ (a ) )  B (z ). (20)
And the absolnte value of exp (/ (^ )) is decreasing, and its approximate value
for a —y-^y^ is 2 ""^ , and is equal to exp {C-y^k^-\ + i3.n~'^  y^k^-l)y} for 
a==^kyOiyV).
The proof is similar to that of the formula (10).
§5. Before we prove the Theorem I, we rewrite the relation (2 ) as follows.
Put ^Ciz')l2n'  ^ as 7?(e), then the relation ( 2 )  becomes
52(2)=GC2/2-9/4)+G(^/2 + 9/4), (21)
or, as G(2t) is even,
^(2) = G(9/4 -  Z12) + G(9/4 -I- zJ2), ( 22)
and we obtain
v(iy)=-2^G(9jA + iyJ2), (23)
From this relation, the purely imaginary e^ro points of are obtained as the
ordinates which make G(9/4 + /:v/2) be zero, i.e., make arg GC9/4 + /:vy2) be odd
number times of tt/2.
We consider a sufficiently long section consisting of first iV' terms of
C2C3), then we can find a certain fixed positive constant a such as lC2*C^)l^ ^ > 0
in 4— here e is a fixed positive constant smaller than 4^ . Because, the 
/i
absolute value of C2C2)  is greater than a certain positive constant in —
And we can assume that the absolute value of R  is sufficiently small compared 
with that of C2* (2), when we put as
C 2( 2 ) = C 2^'(2 ) + i ? .
?2(22)/27t2 is written as 7^ 2( 2'), and we construct functions </^2*C0 » ^ 2^ (2), ?2*(3) 
and t?2* (2)  corresponding to ^ 2( 3), ^2( 2} and ^2( 2)  respectively. Then we
obtain the following Lemma.
Lemma. The function ^2*C^) has infinitely many zero points in the strip 
- A ^ y and these zero points are all on the real axis in a domain, where the 
absolute value o f x is sufficiently large. And the number o f zero points which 
are in O <^^7* is
T J2n• log T I2t: - TJ2n + O ( I ) .
Proof. From the definition,
G2*G-)= r  iP2Kt)e^  ^dt=^2j:^n^K,(2nH\
J —00
where the summation S''" denotes the sum with respect to n’s which are in the 
series of C2*(?)- Hence, using the formula (13}, we obtain
= G2*(zJ2 + 9/4) + G^Kz 12 - 9/4)~
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(24)X  6  2  ^  ^ ^
- \ - J ^ e x p ( - n y J 4. +  K i J 2 - ( x J 2 ~ 9 j ^ ) ) ] [ ^ ^ ~  ^ e  2 4
Let be any small positive number and y be sufficiently large, then, in e ^ ^ x ^ A ^  
the first term in the former braces is predominant compared with the remaining 
three terms, and, in — A ^ x ^  -  , the second term in the latter braces is predomi­
nant compared with the other terms. Accordingly, in s ^ < x ^ A  or - A < x ^ - e ' ,  
we obtain the following asymptotic formula when y tends to infinity.
i?2*(z) : \^|Y exp (-7iy/2 + w/2-(;K/2+9/4»  ^ |
+ exp (-7tyJ2 + n iJ2 -(x j2 -9J i))
(2 5 )
Especially, in we obtain
’?2*(2): y^exp(-7r3^/2 + w7 2 - a /2 + 9 / 4 ) ) ( ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ~ 1 .  (26)
And the absolute value of S *  n  ^ ^ is greater than a  in 0 ^ < A ,  so that we can 
conclude as: However small the positive number e' may be, t!2^ (z) has no zero 
point in the strips and ~ A ^ x ^ -e \  when y is sufficiently large.
In the next place, we examine whether the formula (25) holds valid in —s'^  
x^e'" or not.
Weconsider a rectangle whose vertices are Ao(iA, yo), An{A,yn), Bn<i-A, yn) 
and -SoC->l, ^o), where jVo is smaller than yn, and assume that yo is sufficiently 
large and fixed, so that the asymptotic formula (24) is valid sufficiently strictly 
on the boundary of the rectangle. Under these assumptions, yo and yn are deter­
mined as follows: Let i be a positive number, so as /(iV'+ 2)^7174, and both y^  
and yn satisfy the simultaneous inequalities
|>^logw|<f (mod27r)
1550/2) K  ^  (mod2;r) ■
where w’s are those which are in the series of C2* (2’). The fact that such 3^ 0 and 
yn are found infinitly, can be proved by using Dirichlet’s Theorem. Dirichlet’s 
Theorem : Let X\y X^ . Xz,... ,Xn be N  given positive numbers and y be an arbitrary 
positive integer. Then we can find an integer and N  integers 0i, 192, ,
such that inequalities
\tXq-Pq\<lJy, 2, 3, ... ,iV.
hold volid.
In this Theorem, we use logw, yI2n and cj2n in place of Xq, t and IJy re­
spectively, then it can be concluded that we can find an integer yI2n ( ^ ( 2kJc)^) 
and N  integers 0q such as
\y/27c-logn"-fiq\<Cc/27ty 2, 3,... ,N ,
These inequalities are written as
|:vlogf?|<: (mod27r). (28)
On the other hand, <j)(yJ2 )  varies very quickly when a sufficiently large y varies. 
Accordingly we can find such y's that the inequality \<P(yJ2 )\<Cc (mod27r) holds 
valid within the limit of validity of the inequalities (28). These :v’s are found 
infinitly and they tend to fnfinity.
If yo and yn are both y's which satisfy the inequalities (27), the asymptotic 
formula (25) holds good on the boundary of the rectangle AoAnBnBo. In order to 
prove this, we rearrange the right hand side of (24) as
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expC-n-j'y4 + 7rwy4)  ^I  e ® (^ )  2 e*'*’*'2  ^ “ + e
(29)
and write the former braces as
97zi
8
As (iV ' + 2)  ^^7:74, on Ao^o and AnBny
- TiJA^oree 2
Sg that the absolute value of the sum in the last braces is greater than I. Accor­
dingly, the former term on the right hand side of (29) is predominant compared 
with the latter term on AoBo and AnBn, i.e., the approximate formula (25) holds 
valid along the boundary of the rectangle AoAnBnBo. Of course, t^ 2'^(z) has no 
zero point on its boundary.
Let us now consider the variation of arg ^2*(^) for one round of 3 along the 
boundary of the rectangle.
On the abscissa X =A, the former term of the denominator of (25) is predomi­
nant compared with the second term, so that the variation of arg t?2* (2)  is nearly 
equal to that of the argument of the former term, i. e., to
27t^ w^ ^ variation of
Let us put the variation of arg 2^X 2) as Iizdn-  ^^ n. The variation of arg7j>2^ (^ ) 
along BnBo is also 27zdn-^ n^. The variation of arg'>?2'^(^) along AnBn can be 
written as ——2^ + el, where is sufficiently small positive number. Because, 
the factors of the denominator of (25) which contribute to the variation of the
argument are e , e  ^  ^ ^  and 2  ^^^d the variations of
the arguments of the latter four terms are nearly equal to zero when c in (27) is 
SVifficiently small. In the same way, the variation of the argment along -Bo-Ao can 
be written as 7tiAJ2 + eo.
Accordingly, the total variation of along the boundary of the rec­
tangle is
4:7x6 n +  2 en~\- Zn  +  Sq.
Consequently, the total number of the zero points contained in this rectangle is
lJ2K-(Andn + 2en' + Sn' + £0). (30)
On the other hand, it can be seen from (23) that the purely imaginary zero points 
of are given as iy's which satisfy the condition
argG2*(9/4+^>/2)=7r/2xodd numbers. (31)
And
so that the variation of arg G2*(9/4 + z>/2) is determined by the former term in 
the braces. That is, if we put as
7i:??w=variation of (^j>(yj2) + ^ rgY!^n 2 * | ,
then the variation of arg G2*C9/4+^>/2) is equal to rci^ n + en", where the absolute 
value of Sn" is sufficiently small.
Accordingly, the total number of non purely imaginary zero points of 
in the rectangle is equal to
2^«+ BnjTt + 1/2tU*£w'^  'd'n Sn' jit y
i. e.,
1/tt jvariation of (a rg l] '‘'f2 2  ^ '^-argZ l*^  ^ + enln-\-en' l2K-en" Jti.(32) 
And has no zero point in a rectangle A q(A , yo), An(Ayyn), Cn(^^, yn^
\ — __fy
yojy SO that the variation of argl^-^n 2 is equal to the sum of arg^^_^^^ 
arg^Q^^^S-^w-^ and arg^^^c^ According to the first inequali­
ties of (27), the sum of the variations of argc^^^^ and arg^^^c;^
is sufficiently small.
So that the value of (32) is sufficiently small, and it is a non negative integer. 
Accordingly it must be zero.
That is, ^fC^) has only purely imaginary zero points in a domain, where the 
imaginary part of b is sufficiently large.
Thevariation of arg 2 is nearly equal to that of arg ^
and the latter is finite for all values of y, when A=3J2, Accordingly, the variation
of arg  ^ is 0(1), and the total number of the zero points which lie be­
tween yo and yn is </>(ynJ2)-{-0(l)f where yo is fixed and yn increases. Thus we 
have proved that the total number of the zero points of ^fCs'), which lie in 
-A < x < A y  0 < y < T , is
T I2n • log T  I2n -  T  l2n + 0(1), 
and the number of non purely imaginary zero points is at most finite. Q.E.D.
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Proof o f the Theorem I.
In the summations
G2C2)=2Sii:/2n%), 
>?2C?)=2E   ^9C2w%)+2S  _ 9C2n^ it:>,
2 4 2 4
n runs all n's which are in the series of C2(^). We partition the^e n's into five 
parts as: I I2ny '^}y
CC:V -  y~ '^I2izy '^} +  l<n^\i(y  +  4 / 2 7 :)  2' ] ,  C(3^+ y~^  j27ty '^} +  l<n<C (y  +  y^^^I2ny  ^'},
-LC(y + y  ^ /27t)2  ]  +  1^w<co , where M  is the integral part of a number a. 
Corresponding to these ranges of n, we have the following asymptotic formulae:
G2(2)^A/-~e (gl-^r g2 + gs+ g4+ gs).
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0^2( 2)'-^y  y  exp (n i 12 ( 2J2 + 9 / 4 ) ) ( + /^s + + h^)
+ >\/y exp (n i/2( 2/2 - 9/4)X/^/ + /^2' + h '  + /z/ + h^'),
where
■^1=  { C y e x p  ( f (2n^n)')+  exp (  -  f(2n^7t)}B(z),
g 2 = ( y e x p  (  f (2 n ^ n ))0 (y^ )  +  (3'/;r)'®e"**^*'^SM2*+*exp ( -  f(2n^7:))0(y ^ ),
—  10 6 Aft=-*7j/3ra/3);r“ 3
Si=CylitJe*'^ SM” ^"''^^expC/(2w27r))0C3'’O .
§■5=OZtt exp {f{2n^n')')B<iz'), (34)
/2, ^ (y f2n y t*^e"^  '  ^ Yln -^-"exp(fi2n^7:))Bu(z[2+9[4), B„(z)^y^z:
+ 0/27r)-i-^e'*'*^2)2^f+*expC-/C2w27r))B.C?/2+9/4)=/z^P + /lf«say,
2 ‘ "exp(/C2w % ))O (y~6 )
+ (yj27ty'i'^^e-^'^11n^^*^exp(f(2n^i:})0 (y ^ )= h '2^ '^  + h f ‘ say,
hs=^k]/Jj2T>n^\
h n = C y I 2 n ' ) ' ^ * ~ ' i ' ”exp (/ (2^27: ) } O Os },
^5 =Cyj2n)~2'^~* e** S « ”^ ”*exp C/(2w27t)) Bn C?/2 + 9/4),  
h i '= (y !2 K )^  -^ 4 e«* ' exp ( /C2w% ))  B n (z l2 -  9/4 )
+  0/2 ;r)- S w “i e x p C-  f (2n ^ n ))  Bn (z [2 -9J4:)^h '[^^  +
/l2'=(y/27r)f-Tg«<t exp C/C2w.2re) ) 0  ( / b
+  ( y f 2 7 t y f   ^l  exp C -  /(2w%)) O ) s ^ ' f
h ' =^k)/yi2 Y ln K
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==0/27t) 2' T Yln 2 exp CfC2nH)') O <iy  ^),
. Hs =^CyI 2n'y^ ~~^ e^  ^ exp (  /(2n%)) C^ /2 -  9/4). (35)
Under the last ten series, hi is predominant in x'^0 compared with the other eight 
series other than hi\ and h\ is predominant in compared with the other eight 
series other than lfi\. We shall briefly examine these conclusions below. Here we 
must notice that 5^1/5.
( I )  is predominant compared with 
We compare the absolute values of
exp (f (2 n H )) Bn ( 2/2 +9/4) (36)
and 5 '
(yJ2ny"' T  exp (  -  f(2n^n)) Bn ( 2/2 + 9/4). (37)
The absolute value of Bn{z^ is greatest for a = y —y^ when Q<^<v--.v 3 ® -and
_a;_13_A ll+ar
its order is Q(y^ 4 ). Hence the order of (37) is OCy 3 4  ^ ). And, as 
the maximum of 2n^i\^ y-y~^^^j the order of is 0(:^^^^). So that (37)
tends to zero, when y tends to infinity. On the other hand, the series of (36) tends 
to as we shall see later. Accordingly, is predominant compared
with h'i\
(  2 )  is predominant compared with
The function which is to be compaed with (36), is exp(/(2n^7t))0 (y~^).
The number of terms of this series does not surpass 0(:v 6 ^). So that the order 
of the above function is 0( 3; 4 ), and it tends to zero when y tends to infinity.
(  3 )  is predominant compared with 
Instead of (37), we ,may consider the series
(yJ27v) 2 Yln^ '^^exp(-f(2n^7z))0 (y6),
The order of this series is 0( 3^ 4 2 ).
(  4 )  is predominant compared with .
In this case we obtain 0(j  ^ 12 2 ).
(  5 )  is predominant compared with /^ 4 .
This case can be treated in the same way as in ( 2 ).
(  6 )  is predominant compared with hs .
In this case, we may consider the series exp (f (2 n ‘^ 7r')) Bn ( 2J2 + 9J4:) in­
stead of (36). And we obtain 0(>^ ~'4'^1 ^^"T).
C 7) is predominant compared with
_ A
In this case, we obtain OCy 2 4 ).
C 8 )  is predominant compared with W ^2 ,^
In this case, we obtain 0(y 12 2 ).
C 9 )  ¥1  ^ is predominant compared with
I X
In this case, we obtain 2 ).
(10) is predominant compared with hn' and h^'.
Accordingly, we obtain the following asymptotic expansion in —A ^ x < A :
yiiCzy-^V'injy exp(ff«7 2 -(2/2 + 9/4)X3’/27r)T+Te'*^2^
X exp ( f (2 n H )) Bn (zJ2 + 9f i )
+ V^infy  expCw'/'2-C2'/2-9/4)Xy/'2ff)'"T+Te“ '*^ T^
X Sw ■'2''^ * exp (-/ (2w % )) Bn (z l2 -9 l i ) .
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(38)
where
We divide the above summation into two parts: S ^ + S where consists of 
first N ' terms, and consists of the remaining terms.
When y tends to infinity, we can see, from Cl3), that
In the next place, we consider the remaining part S '.  The absolute value of this 
part is small compared with that of S *, when the number of terms of S *  is 
sufficiently large.
Eventually, joining together these results, we can conclude that the absolute 
value of 7^ 2( 2)  is nearly equal to that of ^2^ 2)  on the boundary of the rectangle 
given in the Lemma, when yo is sufficiently large. Then, according to Rouche's 
Theorem, the number of zero points of 7^ 2( 2)  in the rectangle, is equal to that of 
7^ 2^ (z) in the same rectangle.
On the other hand, 7^ 2Gy) becomes zero for :^ ’s which satisfy the relation 
arg G2(9/4 + ^ >y2) =  7r/2xodd number. And, from the fact that in (35) is pre­
dominant compared with h^i\ h2, hs, and /Zs, we obtain
G2( 9 /^ -\'iyl2')^\/inly exp i - n y l i  + ^ niJH)(yf271X4“ ^
X exp (f (2 n H )) Bn (^/2 + 9/4). (39)
As we have already seen, the summation in the right hand side is written as
2 + /?, and the absolute value of R is sufficiently small compared with that 
of the former term. And the variation of
arg exp (  f(2n^n')) Bn (?/2 + 9/4)
X-iV
is nearly equal to that of argS%  2
So that the number of the purely imaginary zero points of ^2(^) is equal to 
that of Consequently, all zero points of ^2(^ ) are all on the imaginary
axis, when y is sufficiently large. And the number of the zero points which lie 
in 0<:v^T, is
T I2k - log T 12n -  T 12iz+0(1).
§6. Proofs of the Theorems I and 2.
I. Proof of the Theorem I.
ias\viht-2t^z  sechT s i n h 2-^
= 2  sech T sinh T - T z - izG(i, T)  sech T,
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where
Accordingly
where
G{i,T  ) = f (sinh t - t  cosh T -  sinh T + T cosh y ). 
^^^^(/^)=l/7r2-exp (2 (tanhr-r))Z ,(? , T),
. 0 0 + ^
Liz, r )=  j  ^“■ )  sech T)  dt.
2
The stationary points of G (t,T ) are ±T + 2hni, h=0, ±1, ±2,...
When we put as t—u^iv, Debye’s contour
3 G (/ ,r )-0 ,  (40)
which passes through T, is given by
sinh U cosh u cosh a cosh v sinh a sin ^  + sinh a cos a cosh a cos /3
+ /5 sinh a sin/5. (41)
Let us trace this curve. We introduce a new real variable w, and consider the 
curve (41) as the projection of the intersection of a surface z<;=sinh w cos z; and a 
plane u cosh a cos v sinh a sin /3 + sinh a cos a cosh a cos /3 + /3 sinh a sin i3. 
Let Po and Q be the points of intersection of the above plane with the u- and 
t;~axes respectively. Then Po and Q are both on the negative sides of the origin. 
Because, as «^ 0  and 0^/3<7t/2 when at^O, the coefficients of u and v are both 
positive, and the constant term is also positive. Let Pw / 2  be the point of inter­
section of the above plane with the axis v=^ n7zJ2y et;=0. Then the above curve 
(41) has two branches. One of them starts from (-c o ,  -7r/2 + 0) and terminates 
at (-CO, 37t/2+0). We name this branch as Fo .
To: (-c>o, -7T/2 + 0)-^r->Px->PA-->(-co,37r/2 + 0).
2 2
Theotherbranchstartsfrom (-^co,tt/2—0) and passes the following several points
and terminates at (co, — (2n+l)7ry2-0). We name this branch as Tn-
Tw r 3 ..... 3 —>Cco, 0},
where is a finite positive integer which is determined according to a,
Instead of (40), we consider an equation
S G a  - D - 0.
The contour which corresponds to this equation is symmetric with that of (40) 
with respect to the origin. Let Co be a branch which is symmetric with To .
Co: (  + co,7r/2-0)->~r->( + co,-37T/2-0)
In general, a branch of the contour
SG(t, - r - 2 t o )  =  o.
is given by
C ? r. (  +  03, - 2 h K + 7 i J 2 - 0 ) - > - r - 2 h n i - > ( ^ < y o ,  -2/Z7r-37r/2-0). 
Accordingly
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L ( 2r o = (42)
In the first place, we consider the first integral in the parentheses.
We put as C— -G (t ,T X  then, as
dlG(i, r )=  -  cosh sin z; + sinh a sin /3 + z; cosh a cos i? + cosh a sin /9
— i9 cosh a cos ^ -a  sinh a sin j9,
C starts from the origin and tends to plus infinity, when I on Tn starts from T and 
tends to — co + n i[2 or to oo+ ( —2;«7r —37t/2)/. So that, two fs  correspond to one 
real number C. Let h be the one which is in (T, — co + (-27r-37r/2)/) and tz be 
the other one which is in co+ 71112,7}, Then
f exp(-/3G(^,)")sech/0^^==f exp(i2CsechTXdtiJd^-dt2jdQ)dC- 
JTm Jo
Next we shall discuss the expansion of h and tz in the descending powers of C. 
Since C and dQldt vanish when it follows that the expansion of C in powers 
of t — T begins with a term in (t  — T)^; by reverting this expansion, we obtain 
expansions of the forms
u ~ r ^ t a j m + \
Wi=O Wi=O
and these expansions are valid for sufficiently small values of |C|.
Moteover
The double circuit in the C-plane is necessary in order to dispose of the fractional 
powers of C; and a single circuit round T in the /-plane corresponds to the
double circuit round the origin in the C-plane. From the last contour integral, it 
follows that am is the coefficicient of IJt -T  in the expansion of in ascen­
ding powers of t - T  ; we are thus enabled to calculate the coefficients flaw’s.
Write t - T —T  and we obtain
where CQ——il2\ sinh T, C i= - i IV. coshT, C2 =  — //4! sinh T ,...
Therefore a<m is the coefficient of in the expansion of 
{Co + CiT + C 2 r2+ -}“'^ “^ ' ' '^
The coefficient in this expansion will be called a^<ini), , and so we
obtain 1  ^ 1
By substitution we find that
^i"=ai(l)=<^o“^|l/3-coth/|,
«2=«2(l)=Co“^  |l/8-5/24-COth^  r|, 
«3='«s(l)=Co'^j2/15-cothr-4/27-coth3/'j, 
«4=«4(l)=Co“^j3/128-77/576-coth2 T - 385/3456-coth^r|,
using these coefficients, we obtain
d(ti-t2)JdC— I ]  2 ,m=0
and so the asymptotic expansion
exp(-22G(^, r)sechr)^/^S^^2m r[^+^)( — "^2sech rj (43)
is obtained when positive y is large. Here ao^( — iJ2smhT)  2 . And, as 
Dc-^ -hO, argfl^ o is a negative acute angle, so that we have 0<arg
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C" 2  sinhrXTT. Accordingly we obtain
exp C-^^GO,/)sechO^^^^”^  j  |/-~7r?2/2 tanh / ^ (
x^^/C-^/2-tanhO’ .^ (44)
Here arg(  -  niz]2• tanh T)-= tt/2+ arg(  -  / sinh I ), and A o ^ h ‘coth^r j ,
i42=3/128-77/576*coth2 r-385/3456-coth^ r,..... In general, Am is a polynomial of
coth^r of the m~th degree. (WatsonC3D, pp. 242-243). Accordingly, A m J i J 2 tanhD”* 
= 0 (y " “2~’”^). Thus the formula (44) holds valid in
Similarly, we obtain
exp(-^2G(jf, / \/7r?z/2*tanhT- Sr l /^  + ^ rlJ C/Q I m=0 V Z / / \ Z /
y.AJQzI2 tanhr)”*.
here, arg (7t/?/2- tanh T)=7r/2 + arg (/ sinh T) and 0>arg (/ sinh T )>  -■ tt.
Concerning the contour C^ , we obtain
exp(-zzG(/, r)sechr)J^=^2fc^^® exp Osech
Co
So that it can be neglected compared with that of Co. Thus we obtain the 
Theorem I.
2. Proof of the Theorem 2.
We consider the case x^O only.
As has been proved above,
 ^  ^exp (/asinh if- 
VjCo Jrw/
In the first place, we consider the integral taken along Vn. We put as
G (t/ 0 —-'^co&hT, where r = t a n h T( c o s h z ( ; - l ) - z * ( s i n h (45)
JL
In the interval y — y^ co^hT=z}ia  tends to I, so that T is in the
neighbourhood of the origin. As the inequalities dajdd^O and dfiJdd^O hold 
valid, T staits from -  co+ (tt/2 + 0)/ and moves towards upper right, when a in-
Ju
creases from zero to y - y ^ .  When a-=^y-y ‘^ , we obtain
a^-\/2y~~^, ^=xy~~^ I v ^ , 
and so we obtain arg r->7r(:y^->+co).
Expanding the right hand side of (45) in powers of we obtain
T = - Z  tanh T‘w l2-iw ^j3l,
and, neglecting the infinitesimal we obtain from St =O. And a
branch «  + is adopted.
Instead of the integral
e^ '^^dw=\  ^ exp(-~av coshT)diVy (46)
JSr=O
we consider an integral
I exp (-^xr cosh T)dw, (47)
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wheie —zJ2 -W^ t s n h T and the path of integration is Sr=O. When 
we put as W =  U + i Y  and t^ xihT = - h+ i k ,  the contour St=O is given by
-/ (^(72 -  y  2) __ 2 W  V +1/3. (?73 -  3t/F2)-0,
Putting as ^=O, we obtain
-h C m -V ^ )+ lj3 -(U ^ -3 U V ^ )= 0 . (48)
One of the branches of this curve starts from co^  6 , passes the origin and then 
tends to This branch contacts with Sr=O in the t^^ -plane at the origin.
So that we may consider the integral (47) instead of the integral (46). Thus we 
can carry out the following calculations.
exp (  - ar cosh T exp { -a z  cosh T)d W
( *-tanhy p-tanhy-ioox
57c£ + I ) exp (  — ar cosh T )d W
-tany-}-ooe 6 J-tanhy '
=  —exp(3/3*tanh^?")^ e 6 exp(zef^/6-e 6 tanh^  r/2)J?
Uo
+ / exp (izS^J6 + iz^ tanh^  r)J?|
=  -  exp (z/3. tantf /') 1/m! (  -  e~^zJ2 ■ tanh^  /')”* \ exp (izJ6 ■
( m=0 Jo
+ i S  1/w! (izJ2-tmh^ r)“ ( exp
«1=0 Jo 3
== -  exp ( 2J3• tanh^  T )x
5'^i( 00
I ]  1/(3^~-1)!<-^“6 )3fc-i.(2/2)3^-i(tanh2 r)3^-K6e7^)W )k U=I
+ S  lJ (3k )\ -(-f^ )^\zJ2yXtanh^ry\6iJzf*^TCk+lJ3 )
Z c = O
+ f  iy(3fe+l)!-(-e^)5"+i(2y2)®*=^Ktanh2 0'*^K6«72)"^^r(fe+2/3)l
fc=o 3
+ «7 3 !  S  iy(3yfe-l)!-/®*-i-(2/2)5*-Ktanh2 r/*-i(6?72/r(^)
U=I
+ S  iycsfe)! ?3ft( /^2)3*(tanh2 ry \ 6 i Jz f *^T ( k+ l J3 )
f e = 0
+ S  U (3 k + l)l ?3*+i(?/2)5*^^Ktanh2 r y ’‘*K 6 iJ z f ''^ r (k  + 2J3)\ .
k^ o 3 J
The coefficients of 2 *^ and are zero, \/ 3 exp ( 3 / 2 +  2/3-Trf)  and
3 exp(3y2-^7ff+ 5/6-7:/) respectively. Thus the above series becomes as
5^ «( 2 i^ )
— exp(2-/3-tantf 027r/3-tanh6 |/_x(^/3*tanh^/")~^ / j (2’/3-tanh^/")j . 
Using the formulae of §2, the above formula is
-exp(2/3*tanh^r)27r//3-tanhrj^'^/_x(2’/3-tanh^/0“ ^“ ^ /_ 1 (^/S-tanh^/'){
I 3 3 )
=  -exp(2r/3-tanh^ r)-2f/K^3 -tanhTiT 1 (2/3-tanh3 r^-*^).
3
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Thus we have
 ^ exp(/asinh^-?0^^"="“2/v/^37r-tanhrexpC?/3-tanh '^/
J I w,
+zCtanh — r))/iLxC2'/3*tanh  ^T
3
Similarly, we obtain
\lni-\ exp(iasinht--2t )dt—- 2Jy  ^3 7r*tanh T exp (  —^ /3 tanh^  T
-  ^ (tanh T -  T ))K  l.( 2-/3 • tanh^  T),
3 Q.E.D.
As the proofs of the Theorem 3, 4 and 5 have already been given in Watson C3X
we may omit them.
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